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Banks, James A., and Cherry A. McGee Banks. 2003. Handbook of Research on Multicultural 

Education, 2nd Edition. San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass.  

The handbook is divided into twelve multi-chapter parts, each part providing a review of the 

literature and comprehensive references. Of particular interest are Part VII, “The Education of 

Ethnic Groups;” Part IX, “Academic Achievement: Approaches, Theories, and Research;” and 

Part XI, “Higher Education.” Part VII is divided into five chapters that address the specific 

educational needs of Native American, African American, Mexican American, Puerto Rican 

American, and Asian Pacific American students. Includes both name and subject indexing. 

 

Bennett, Christine. 2007. Comprehensive Multicultural Education: Theory and Practice. Boston, 

MA: Allyn & Bacon.  

The book addresses the nature of culture and the contexts for multicultural teaching in regards to 

the following: Race relations and the nature of prejudice among American Europeans, Jewish 

Americans, and African Americans --American Indians, Latinos, Asians, Muslims, and Arabs in 

the United States. It also provides schools of thought about Learning styles: interactions between 

culture and the individual, and different ways of reaching all learners: perspectives on gender, 

class, ethnicity, and special needs.  

 

Bordonaro, Karen. 2006. “We All Have an Accent: Welcoming International Students to the 

Library.” Feliciter 52 (6): 240-41. 

The article focuses on developing a right attitude in overcoming communication difficulties 

involving international students using the libraries. Libraries should become welcoming places 

for students whose first language is not English and should help in the effort to promote and foster 

internationalization in the campus. The establishment of an outreach library program for 

international students will educate Canadians about their foreign classmates. 

 
Ciszek, Matthew P. 2012. “Diversifying Diversity.” College & Research Libraries News 73 (9): 

547-49.  

In this article, Ciszek focuses on nontraditional age students, LGBT students and disabled 

students. The author describes each of these groups and offers suggestions on how academic 

libraries can support their needs by providing more services and creating special collections.  

 

Cuyjet, Michael J., Mary F. Howard-Hamilton, and Diane L. Cooper, eds. 2011. Multiculturalism 

on Campus: Theory, Models, and Practices for Understanding Diversity and Creating 

Inclusion. Sterling, VA: Stylus Publishing, Inc.  

This book is divided into three, multi-chapter sections. Section Two, “Information on Cultural 

Populations,” will be of particular interest to instruction librarians. Each chapter in this section 

focuses on a specific group of students. The groups discussed in this section are Latino/Latina, 

Asican American and Pacific Islander, African American, American Indian, Biracial, White, 

International, Men and Women, LGBT, Nontradtional, Students with Disabilities, and Religious 

and Spiritual.  

 
Diversity-L is a discussion forum sponsored by the LLAMA (Library Leadership & 

Management Association) Diversity Officers Discussion Group, but non-members can 

subscribe. To subscribe, go to http://lists.ala.org/wws/info/diversity-l.  
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Grassian, Ester S., and Joan R. Kaplowitz. 2001. “Designing ILI Programs for Diverse 

Populations.” In Information Literacy Instruction: Theory and Practice, 313-35. New 

York, NY: Neal-Schuman Publishers, Inc. 

In this chapter, the authors advocate for instruction librarians knowing and understanding the 

populations they serve as much as possible. Grassian and Kaplowitz suggest conducting a needs 

assessment if necessary. The authors provide short sections to inform the reader about how group 

or cultural characteristics, communication styles or learning styles an affect information literacy 

instruction. Grassian and Kaplowitz advocate for instruction librarians to know their audience, 

relate to them in a positive manner and put the information in a context that they will understand. 

 

Love, Emily, and Margaret B. Edwards. 2009. “Forging Inroads Between Libraries and 

Academic, Multicultural and Student Services.” Reference Services Review 37 (1): 20-9. 

A case study from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign describes the approaches by 

University of Illinois librarians to connect with students and student organizations outside of the 

library. This article describes the collaborations between the library and academic advising, 

information technologies & education services, writing center and career center. The authors also 

describe how to develop a relationship with campus organizations to promote information 

literacy.   

 

McAdoo, Monty L. 2012. Fundamentals of Library Instruction. Chicago, IL: American Library 

Association. 

This short book is a must read for any instruction librarian. In the chapter “How Students Learn,” 

McAdoo provides information on learning theories and learning styles. The author also provides 

characteristics of effective instructors and characteristics of effective instruction. The information 

delivered by McAdoo can be applied not only to diverse populations but all library users. 

 

 

Mestre, Lori. 2009. “Culturally Responsive Instruction for Teacher-Librarians.” Teacher 

Librarian 36 (3): 8-12. 

In this article, Mestre relates to diversity issues that are commonly faced by teacher-librarians. 

Mestre defines culturally responsive instruction then provides numerous examples on how to 

interact with the students during instruction sessions. The author suggests teacher-librarians 

should provide relevant examples, have students work collaboratively, ask open-ended questions, 

and be aware of the cultures represented in the student population.  

 
 


